The research aim is to determine the effect of word-stemming in web pages classification using different machine learning classifiers, namely Naïve Bayes (NB), k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Multilayer Perceptron (MP). Each classifiers' performance is evaluated in term of accuracy and processing time. This research uses BBC dataset that has five predefined categories. The result demonstrates that classifiers' performance is better without word stemming, whereby all classifiers show higher classification accuracy, with the highest accuracy produced by NB and SVM at 97% for F1 score, while NB takes shorter training time than SVM. With word stemming, the effect on training and classification time is negligible, except on Multilayer Perceptron in which word stemming has effectively reduced the training time.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fast-growing number of websites in the World Wide Web (WWW) necessitates efficient methodologies to locate information from millions of web pages. Internet has become a huge repository of information and thereby web page documents need to be categorized to facilitate the indexing, searching and web pages retrieval by the search engine [1] . An automation of web pages classification can be achieved by using machine learning. Supervised machine learning algorithms are used for problem that has label and predefined categories. Features that will be the input to the machine learning algorithms is gathered through web data mining; a process of extracting patterns from web pages data [2] , which comprises web pages content, hyperlinks or user logs usage.
For this article, only the web pages contents, specifically texts are used as the features-images and audios are discarded. This allows web pages classification to be carried out similar to plain text document classification; words in the web pages are vectorized and become the features that train the classifiers. Pre-processing procedures such as stop word removal and word stemming are commonly conducted before running a machine-learning algorithm to reduce classifiers' processing time by reducing the features in the document. However, word stemmer is known to produce errors to the resulting stemmed words and this may affect classifiers' classification accuracy, which is measured by its precision and recall value [3] .
The BBC dataset used in this research consists of news articles that are predefined and labeled based on five categories. Machine learning algorithms are used to extract and learn prominent features that defines each category so that future articles can be classified automatically. In webpages searches, the speed of classification process is an important factor that affects user experience. While this is important, faster processing should not be justified on the expense of classification accuracy. Thereby, this research evaluates word stemming procedure on the classification speed and accuracy, using different machine learning algorithms.
II. WEB PAGE CLASSIFICATION
Web page classification, or also called web page categorization, is defined as a task to determine the category of a web page. In a formal definition, let C = {c1,…ck} as predefined categories, D = {d1,…dk} as web pages and A = D x C as a decision matrix (Table I) .
whereby each entry aij, (1 <i<N, 1<j<K) indicates whether web page di is in category cj. Each aij {0,1}; 1 is when a web page di fits category cj, 0 when it is not in cj. A web page can be fitted in one category, multiple categories or none of the categories. The objective of web page classification is to estimate the unknown assignment function f: D x C → {0,1} by means of a learned function f': D x C → {0,1}, which is either a classifier, model or hypothesis, such that f' coincides with f to maximum extent. The learned function f' is derived from performing machine learning over a training data which consists of web pages that are labeled with their assigned categories. The trained function f' will then be used to classify unseen data of web pages to its categories [23] . Web classification is almost similar to text classification, but with additional steps because of special characteristics in web pages:
 Web pages are semi-structured documents commonly written in HTML that has information enclosed between tags.
 Web pages have topological information about the link graph which shows hyperlinks information with the linked web pages.
In web page classification, there are multitude of potential inputs that can be used by classifier, such as URL of the web page, HTML tags frequency, the content of the tags and so on.
III. RELATED WORKS
Previous works on these algorithms use Naïve Bayes to classify 4,887 website homepage contents into 10 categories yielding 89% accuracy [4] , k-NN shows higher accuracy as compared to Naïve Bayes for text and document classification despite showing low performance in terms of its fully dependency on every sample in the training set [5] - [6] , SVM performed better than Naïve Bayes in classifying health and non-health related websites [3] , Naïve Bayes trumps k-NN and SVM when classification is carried out to predict users' personality based on Twitter texts [5] , and automatic web page categorization on educational based corpus is conducted using seven classifiers, with high accuracy classifiers demonstrated by Linear SVM, Logistic Regression, Multinomial Naïve Bayes, and Multilayer Perceptron. Decision Tree is the worst performed while k-NN is moderate.
An approach was used by extracting information from both web pages contents and links structure as inputs to SVM and neural network [7] . An improved k-NN classifier uses new feature weighting and new distance weighted voting scheme [8] , and an improvement is suggested on the k-NN to adopt density-based approach to manage unevenly distributed dataset. The distance between k-NN and test data are adjusted based on their difference of density [9] .
The effect of word stemming to the performance of text classification is arguable. A performed system should acquire high number of relevant documents (high recall) and only a few non-relevant documents (high precision). An evaluation of Porter stemming based on information retrieval from a corpus of 400 MEDLINE (Medical Literature, Analysis and Retrieval System Online) shows improvement of precision and recall as compared to information retrieval without using stemmer [10] .
Researchers [11] argue that stemming has little impact on the performance of text classification. Schofield et al [12] have conducted experimental procedure to validate the outcome of various stemmers on different type of text corpus. The study concludes that generally stemmer yield no meaningful improvement in likelihood and coherence and can even degrade topic stability. The researcher claims that Porter stemmer for instance just reduce the possible unigrams that can be generated and does not appear to improve the model quality. Statistical approach of stemming does not need to have built in set of morphological rules as in rule-based approach; it learns the rule by training on a well-formed corpus. Thus, it overcomes Porter's error. Nonetheless, statistical approach has shortcomings such as dependency on corpus size and quality, higher execution time and high storage use [13] - [14] . In this report, we examine the effect of stemming to classifiers performance.
Previous works recorded extensive discussions on web pages classification using various types of machine learning algorithms. Many literatures however focus solely on the classification accuracy and does not include the processing time in the results. Additionally, even less literature records the difference in the accuracy and processing time with and without word stemming.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset
This study uses dataset that originates from BBC News website articles gathered by [15] . It consists of 2,225 documents that corresponds to articles on five topical areas published on the BBC News website from year 2004 to 2005. The articles are labeled based on the topics, namely 'business', 'politics', 'entertainment', 'sport' and 'tech'. The BBC dataset consists of 2,225 documents and is split randomly into training and test dataset with the ratio of 80:20, which is a common ratio used for this purpose [16] . After splitting, there are 1,780 documents in training and 445 in test dataset. The frequency distribution for the dataset before and after splitting is shown by Table II .
This dataset comes in the form of raw text files and separated into five different folders based on their respective topics. Data in these text files need to be collated in a spreadsheet to enable further analysis and processes. Python codes are used to combine all the data and subsequently exported into a comma-separated values (.csv) spreadsheet file. A column named as 'newstype' is created to indicate the news category while column 'news' stores the news article.
B. Pre-Processing
The number of rows of a matrix corresponds to the number of words in a document collection. There can be hundreds of thousands of different words in the document collection. Preprocessing is an effort to reduce these words, which is the input feature for the machine learning classifiers, by cleaning up the document, selecting and extracting feature word and perform word stemming. These processes can improve computational efficiency and classification effectiveness.
1) Cleaning up document:
Text documents are broken down into individual words through tokenization. Tokenization is commonly followed with other pre-processing steps such as removing stop words, punctuation, special characters and word stemming. These individual words will be selected and extracted to become features that represent respective categories or labels. These words or features serve as inputs to machine learning classifiers. After pre-processing, there are a total of 389,548 features extracted from the whole document collection. The process of cleaning text is important to remove unnecessary and non-important elements of sentences as show in Fig. 1 . www.ijacsa.thesai.org 2) Feature extraction and selection: Feature selection and extraction is a process to reduce noise terms that are not related to the categories of training document. To reduce these noise terms, feature selection is first conducted to extract index terms (features) that will become the predictor to evaluate and assign unseen documents as belonging to the appropriate category. Since feature selection reduces noise terms, in effect it reduces vector dimensions and thus enable classifiers to produce faster results. Training documents of similar categories are represented with the same term vectors, thus they can be closely located in term vector space.
For the first step in text categorization, we need to transform the documents consisting of strings of characters into a representation that is suitable for the learning algorithms and the classification tasks. And the most commonly used document representation is Vector Space Model (VSM), that is, each document is represented by a vector of words. A wordby-document matrix A is used for a collection of documents, with each entry represents the occurrence of a word in a document, that is, A=(a_ij ), where (a_ij ) is the weight of word i in document j.
The weight value of each term can be computed by different weighted schemes namely Boolean value, Term Frequency (TF), Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) [17] . The simplest approach of determining the weight is Boolean weighting, which sets the weight (a_ij ) to 1 if the word occurs in the document and 0 otherwise. TF weighted scheme counts the words that are most frequently occurring as shown by Fig.  2 which summarize the word count frequency from each of the five categories in the BBC dataset.
3) Word stemming: Stemming is a feature term reduction technique that is used by removing suffixes such as 'ed', 'ing' and 'ily'. It reduces complexity and enable more efficient information retrieval especially in data mining applications. Nonetheless, stemming may create non-real words as the stemmer does not check on grammatical rules during the stemming process [18] . Lemmatization is an alternative that checks on canonical forms of the words, but it is computationally expensive and thus takes up more processing time [19] . Porter stemmer is one of the most widely used stemmer. Other types of stemmer include Lovins, Lancaster and Porter2, which is also referred as Snowball [12] . Porter Stemmer algorithm as shown in Fig. 2 is commonly used in text classification. It is based on steps by which each step removes a type of suffix by using substitution rules. Non-real words such as 'studi' is a grouping stemmed words that resulted from words that comes from a similar root namely 'studied, studies, study, studying' [12] , [20] , [21] .
Feature selection and extraction through applying TF-IDF and Porter Stemming are able to reduce dimensionality by trimming down the number of features from 389,548 to 233,123 features.
C. Classification
There are 1,780 documents in training and 445 in test dataset. The training dataset is used to train the machine learning classifiers whereby the classifier learns the characteristics of the dataset and the relations between these documents and their predefined categories. Once the classifier is fully trained, the test dataset is fed into the classifier as the input and it will output the predicted categories for each document. We compare few machine algorithms for the classification stage, i.e. Naïve Bayes, k-NN, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Multilayer perceptron.
1) Naïve bayes: Naïve Bayes uses vector analysis method
that is based on the concept of conditional probability or Bayes theorem to measure documents relevancy. The probability of class a to be the category for document b is given by:
From the training dataset, the classifier calculates the probability value of each feature term belonging to certain category. It is based on the fraction of time a term appears among all terms in documents of a category. The sum of probabilities for each category of each term occurring in the document is calculated that enables the classification of a new document. This classifier is called 'naïve' because each term is assumed to occur independently from each other [6] .
There are several types of Naïve Bayes, among them are Multinomial, Boolean and Bernoulli. For text classification, Multinomial Naïve Bayes is mostly used due to its computational efficiency and relatively good predictive performance. It uses multinomial distribution with the classification features consisting of the number of word occurrences or the weight of the word [22] . In this project, the weight of the word is used which is obtained from TF-IDF. www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
2) k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)
: is a non-linear lazy learning classifier that delays learning process until a new document appear to be classified. It compares the new document directly with the training documents and computes their similarity score by measuring the distance between the documents by using Euclidean distance or cosine similarity. Euclidean distance is used in this project as it the most widely used distance metrics in k-NN classification. K-NN use the similarity score to rank the document's neighbors among the training document vectors. The k-nearest neighbors are used to predict the category of the new document [23] .
3) Support Vector Machine (SVM): Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a powerful technique for classification. The state-of-the-art in text classification usually applies machine learning techniques such as SVM [24] . However, SVM is not suitable for large datasets or text corpora, because the training complexity of SVM is highly dependent on the input size [25] . Comparing the processing time, SVM takes longer time than NB and k-NN during classifier training but is faster than k-NN during classification. SVM is a universal learner. It is a linear learner in its basic form, but can be configured to learn polynomial classifiers, radial basic function (RBF) networks and three-layer sigmoid neural nets by applying appropriate kernel function. In a classification procedure carried out on big text corpora, [25] concluded that RBF and Sigmoid kernels need higher time to build model and requires additional parameters as compared to linear SVM. It is difficult to determine its parameterization with imbalanced data.
4) Multilayer Perceptron Multilayer Perceptron (MLP):
also known as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), is a multilayer, feed-forward neural network that contains nodes at the input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Having these multi-layers allows MLP to learn non-linear functions. Neurons in the hidden layer and output layers have biases that acts as weight. The purpose of learning is to assign the right weights to these edges that minimize the cost function. By entering vectors, these weights can determine the output vector.
MLP trains using backpropagation error method. Backpropagation error is a supervised learning method that computes the error at the output and used by gradient descent optimization to adjust the edge weights by calculating the gradient of the loss function. This adjustment is repeated iteratively, and iteration ends when the output error is below the established standard.
The problem with training MLP is to minimize error function E which is defined by the sum of square differences over all data in the training set. A simplified equation for error function E for an MLP with weights n is given as:
with w∈R^n is column weight vector with components w_1,ω_2,… ω_n. There are various approaches to improve the efficiency of error minimization process, and one of the common methods used for text classification is quasi-Newton, which uses second order derivative related information [26] .
Activation functions is an important element in ANN. Its purpose is to convert input signal of a node into non-linear property before channeling the signal to output signal, which then will be the input to the next layer in the stack. Nonlinearity enables ANN in modelling complicated, high dimensional and not linearly separable big dataset. There are various types of activation functions, among mostly used are sigmoid, tanh and Rectified Linear Units (ReLU). Activation functions using sigmoid and tanh is less suitable for learning because its small derivatives can lead to vanishing gradient; when the neuron's activation saturates at either tail of 0 or 1, the gradient at these regions is almost zero. This will cause very slow or no learning during backpropagation as the weights are updated with small values. In this respect, ReLU function is less susceptible to this vanishing gradient issue because it has an identity derivative in the positive region [27] . Any negative elements are set to '0'; with no exponentials, multiplication nor division operations. Its gradient computation is simple and, in this way ReLU can speeds up neural networks training.
Although the number of hidden layers and nodes are an important determinant in ANN performance and processing time, there is no standard method on their selection. One of the method applicable is try and error approach [28] . Hidden layer size is arbitrarily selected, and the outcome is observed. Table III summarize the results obtained from the experiments done for word stemming and without word stemming. Dataset is classified using Multinomial Naïve Bayes with the best classification outcome is achieved by using parameter Laplace smoothing and without word stemming; F1 score of 0.97, training time of 0.02 seconds and classification time of 0.78 seconds.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The best classification outcome for k-NN is achieved by using parameter k = 31 and without word stemming; F1 score of 0.96, training time of 0.007 seconds and classification time of 0.91 seconds.
Linear SVM without word stemming provides the best score with F1 of 0.97, training time of 11.37 seconds and classification time of 3.14 seconds. RBF and Sigmoid by far performed worse than linear SVM.
ANN classification is carried out using ReLU as an activation function. Generally, word stemming results in lower F1 score but reduces the training time. ANN with 3 layer and each layer containing 1,000 nodes shows the best F1 but long training time of 716.95 seconds. A more balanced 2-layer ANN with 50 nodes each takes only 15 seconds of training time and 0.73 seconds of classification time. This is taken as the best classification parameter and outcome for ANN. Another observation is ANN with three hidden layers performs no better than with one hidden layer. It does however introduce complexity and extends the training time.
Based on the Table IV and Fig. 3 , in terms of classifiers' performance in classification, generally all of the classifiers perform at a high F1 score. The difference is marginally very low between the classifiers. Naïve Bayes and SVM each score 0.97 while k-NN and Multilayer Perceptron each get 0.96. All of the classifiers performed better with higher F1 score without word stemming. The effect of stemming on the training and classification time (as shown in Fig. 4 ) is negligible on all classifiers, except for Multilayer Perceptron. Stemming effectively reduced training time in Multilayer Perceptron modelling phase. 
VI. CONCLUSION
All of the classifiers produce respectable accuracy with very low marginal differences, which is not decisive. A larger dataset with larger number of categories may present higher complexity and dimensionality to the classifiers and perhaps with such challenges there will be a distinct best performer. This study exclusively uses Porter stemmer to perform word stemming. Future works may attempt the use of other word stemmer or lemmatization. Lemmatization may extend the processing time as it checks on canonical form of words. Nonetheless, it is interesting to observe on whether a correct grammar and real words produced from lemmatization will increase, instead of reducing, classifiers' accuracy as observed with Porter stemmer in this study.
